
          SATURDAY, 09/09/23 

 

R5 VICHY [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE BILLY - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 

19.500  

 
1. JOCONDE DU CAUX - Unreliable and has major disqualification issues but does win every 
now and then and she is capable of an upset 

2. JADE DE CHAMPIGNY - Unreliable and she does have disqualification issues but she won in 
May and is capable of winning if smart 

3. JULIETTE D'ELLE - In good form of late. May prefer that shorter distance but she looks likely 
to contest the fininish once again 

4. JAVA DE NERET - Has yet to win a race after 17 starts. She has struggled with 
disqualifications this year and others are preferred 

5. JUNGLE DU CAUX - Mostly disappointing this year and has disqualification issues. Ran well 
in herpeultimate start when runner-up and has a winning chance 

6. JUMPIE PURPLE - Has disqualification issues and she has been unreliable since her only win 
but she does have a winning chance if in the mood 

7. JURANIE - Her only win so far was a claimer over a shorter distance but she was not 
disgraced when fourth last time out and is not out of it 

8. JARA DES ERABLAIS - Has yet to win a race and usually gives of her best but she can finish 
in the money when in the mood 

9. JYPSIE DU LOISIR - A bit of a disappointment when only seventh last time out. Probably at 
her very best over a shorter distance. Might place 

10. JOCONDE DE RHEVE - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when sixth and has 
disqualification issues  but does run well when smart and is capable of winning this race 

11. JELLY OAKS - Has yet to win after 25 starts but is versatile distance-wise and has run well at 
this course before. Not out of it 

12. JALEXIA SCOTT - Mostly disallointing form this year and her only win was last year. Needs 
to find a few lengths to win this race 

13. JALUCINE DELAVOIRE - Has yet to win after 20 starts and is coming off a disqualification 
but is barefoot this time so improvement is possible. Might place 

14. JALOUSY DU RABUTIN - Disqualified twice in just seven starts but she has also won twice. 
She deserves respect in this line-up 

Summary : JOCONDE DE RHEVE (10) has disqualification issues but can run well this time if 
smart. JULIETTE D'ELLE (3) is in good form but does probably prefer a shorter distance. JELLY 
OAKS (11) has run well at this and is versatile distance-wise but has yet to win a race. JUMPIE 
PURPLE (6) has been unreliable since her only win but is clearly not out of it in this line-up. 



          SATURDAY, 09/09/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

JOCONDE DE RHEVE (10) - JULIETTE D'ELLE (3) - JELLY OAKS (11) - JUMPIE PURPLE 

(6) 



          SATURDAY, 09/09/23 

 

C2 - PRIX D'YZEURE - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

26.000  

 
1. INROAD OAKS - On a very long losing run but he has been in good form of late and is 
capable of earning some more money 

2. IPAD LILA - Unreliable and is on a very long losing streak. Only eighth over this course and 
distance last time out and others are preferred 

3. ITWEED BERRY - Remains barefoot. Unbeaten in four starts this year sicne going barefoot. 
Tries a lot further but deserves the utmost respect 

4. IRONIE DU RABUTIN - On a long losing run and she does have disqualification issues. 
Showed improvement when fifth over this track and trip last time out and can do even better this 
time 

5. ICONE DE MARLAU - A bit unreliable since only win but she has been runner-up twice lately 
and is capable of fighthing out the finish once again 

6. IDEAL DE BANNES - Cracked a win in her 32nd race last time out. Barefoot this time and 
does prefer further but is also not out of it 

7. IMAGIOUS DE VANDEL - Only modest of late and his last win was in a claimer last year. Has 
run well this course and distance and could earn some money 

8. HORSE LOVE METIS - Unreliable but she has won twice this year and is coming off a nice 
win. Can contest the finish once again 

9. ICARE D'ASNOIS - Disappointing last two runs. Has been in good form this year winning three 
times and is capable of earning money 

10. INAYA MATIDY - Disappointing form of late and has struggled in her two last course 
appearances but she is barefoot this time and can contest the finish 

11. IVANOVITCH EST LA - Unreliable this year and has been a disappointment of late. 
Disqualified the last time he tried this course and distance and others are preferred 

12. INDEX D'YVEL - Remains barefoot and has a good record this year when barefoot. Has won 
over this course and distance and should make a bold bid 

13. IXTREM D'OURVILLE - Unrelaiable and has disqualification issues. Has won with this 
shoeing arrangement and could be the surprise package of the race 

14. IRIS RIVOISE - Remains barefoot. Unreliable but he returned to form witha  solid win last 
time out. Capable of an upset 

Summary : INDEX D'YVEL (12) is a course and distance winner and he has a very good record 
this year when barefoot. He should make a bold bid at winning this. IRONIE DU RABUTIN (4) has 
disqualification issues but could contest the finish if smart. INAYA MATIDY (10) is barefoot this 
time and could improve. ICONE DE MARLAU (5) has been runner-up twice since her last win and 
is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

INDEX D'YVEL (12) - IRONIE DU RABUTIN (4) - INAYA MATIDY (10) - ICONE DE MARLAU 
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(5) 



          SATURDAY, 09/09/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DE NEVERS - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - Apprentices-Conditional-

Jockeys-Autostart - Class F - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. IGGY DE VAUVERT - Very disappointing form since winning in May and has major 
disqualification issues. Others are preferred 

2. ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU - Remains barefoot. Picked up a win in his 33rd race last time out. 
Has only been modest at this course but he does deserve respect for that win 

3. INCAS D'EURVAD - Remains barefoot. Holding his form since winning in June and he is 
capable of fighting out the finish once again 

4. IOGO LOULOU - On a very long losing streak and is at his very best over a shorter distance 
but he is also capable of winning a race like this 

5. IGOR DES CAILLONS - On a very long losing streak but he did show improvement when third 
last time out and can contest the finish 

6. INVICTUS ELLIS - Has lost his way of late with two disqualifications. Capable of doing much 
better but is probably best watched this time 

7. ILTON DE BELLANDE - On a very long losing streak and he is very unreliable. Capable of 
earning some money when in the mood 

8. IVAN DU JAYLE - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and has been disqualified twice in his last 
three starts but he is versatile distance-wise and has a winning chance 

9. INVAR HIGHLAND - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when eighth but he is always 
capable of earning some minor money 

10. IDAHO DU CHASTANG - On a long losisng streak since only win. Showed improvement 
when third last time out and could play a minor role 

11. IDEAL D'URZY - On a very long losing streak and has major disqualifiecation issues. Well 
beaten last time out and others are preferred 

Summary : IOGO LOULOU (4) is probably best over a shorter distance but is also capable of 
winning in this line-up. ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU (2) picked up a confidence-boosting win last time 
out and can follow up if in the same mood. IVAN DU JAYLE (8) is versatile distance-wise but is 
hard to trust after two disqualifications lately. INCAS D'EURVAD (3) is holding form and can 
contest the finish yet again. 

SELECTIONS 

IOGO LOULOU (4) - ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU (2) - IVAN DU JAYLE (8) - INCAS D'EURVAD 

(3) 
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C4 - PRIX DE LA SOURCE CHOMEL - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - National - Class 

C - Harness - EUR € 29.000  

 
1. KOPECK DES BORDES - A bit of a disappointemnt since winning on debut. Only seventh last 
time out and needs to do more to win this race 

2. KADOR D'ESPACE - Disqualified three times in just her sevent starts. Has run well when 
smart and coudl play a minor role 

3. KAI LA SHA - Good debut win and was not disgraced in two starts since then. She looks likely 
to contest the finish yet again 

4. KADO DES MOLLES - A bit of a disappointment when only sixth last time out. Won at this 
course before that and he has a winning chance 

5. KAPRICE DE KACY - Unreliable since winning in March and is coming off a disqualification. 
Place chance in this line-up 

6. KALITA D'HENINEL - Has yet to win a race but she was runner-up at this course last time out 
and is capable of earning some money 

7. KEENAN DE JOUDES - Three good wins in just four starts. Looked good when winning over 
this course and distance last time out and can follow up 

8. KING OF CASH - Unreliable and has two disqualifications in his 8 starts but he has also won 
twice and is capable of winning again 

9. KAMIKAZE DU CAMPUS - Has shown promise with his three wins this year including at this 
course in May but does also have disqualification issues. Hard to trust but is not out of it 

10. KISS ME - Has yet to win after 17 starts and he has only been modest of late. Needs to do 
more to win this race 

11. KEYNOTE - Bounced back to his best with a nice runner-up run last time out. Has 
disqualification issues but can fight out the finish when smart 

Summary : KEENAN DE JOUDES (7) has shown good promise with his three wins in just four 
starts. He won well at this course last time out and has a big winning chance. KEYNOTE (11) 
returned to form with a nice runner-up run last time out and is clearly not out of it. KADO DES 
MOLLES (4) won at this course in his penultimate run but has to prove he goes this far. KAI LA 
SHA (3) has been consistent so far and has a winning chance. 

SELECTIONS 

KEENAN DE JOUDES (7) - KEYNOTE (11) - KADO DES MOLLES (4) - KAI LA SHA (3) 
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C5 - PX DU CONSEIL DEPARTEMENTAL DE L'ALLIER - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - 

Class F - Harness - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. L'AMIRAL STREET - A two-year-old gelding by Offshore Dream out of Bella Street who is 
making his debut. Deserves respect 

2. LET'S TWIST - A two-year-old colt by  Fabulous Wood out of Douce Aventure who is making 
his debut. Can win 

3. LIBERTY DU MORTIER - A two-year-old filly by Tiégo d'Etang out of Authentica who is 
making her debut. Watch the betting 

4. LOOK AT ME LULU - A two-year-old filly by Very Look out of Cybèle Highland who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

5. LASCAUX DU PERCHE - Disqualified on his recent debut. Likely to show vast improvement 
and he can contest the finish 

6. LISSANDRA JIEL - Is clearly better than her debut disqualification would suggest and she can 
fight otu the finish with improvement expected 

7. LOGAN JIEL - Disqualified on debut last month over 2300m. Capable of doing betetr and 
should fight out the finish if smart 

8. LOKY DE JUPILLES - He did not show much on debut when eighth. Capable of improvement 
but others are preferred 

Summary : It is hard to be confident in this race. LET'S TWIST (2) is making his debut and his 
qualifying time was good so he could well win first up. LOGAN JIEL (7) was disqualfied on debut 
but is capable of vast improvement and deserves respect. L'AMIRAL STREET (1) makes his 
debut so keep an eye on the betting market. LISSANDRA JIEL (6) was disqualified on her debut 
but can bounce back to score 

SELECTIONS 

LET'S TWIST (2) - LOGAN JIEL (7) - L'AMIRAL STREET (1) - LISSANDRA JIEL (6) 
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C6 - PRIX DE LA FEDERATION DU CENTRE-EST - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - 

Amateurs - Class G - Harness - EUR € 8.000  

 
1. HARKANSAS DE L'OZE - Coming off a victoriious last run. Remains barefoot and has a 
winning chance in this line-up 

2. HELLO VRAC - Victorious back in January when barefoot. Not barefoot this time and 
unreliable since. Others are preferred 

3. GOELETTE MANAZIF - Did well around this distance last time out when runner-up. Remains 
barefoot and deserves a second win. Consider 

4. GEISHA D'EM - Has disqualification issues but is barefoot for the first time this year. Yet to win 
this year and will play an interesting role. 

5. FABULOUS DANCER - Won well back in June when barefoot. Has been disappointing since 
then. Barefoot this time although major disqualification issues of late 

6. FIGARO DE BUSSET - Unreliable since victorious last year. Has run four times recently at this 
course and the best he could was a fourth place. Might place 

7. EASY DE TROUVILLE - Victorious in his last two runs but has disqualification issues. Is fit and 
does well around this distance. Respect 

8. FUNKY BERRY - Remains barefoot.Has been impressive winning 7 out of 8 races since May. 
Won at this course and has a winning chance 

9. ELLA DE LA RIVE - Major disqualification issues of late and is on a long losing streak. Yet to 
win this year and others are preferred 

Summary : FUNKY BERRY (8) has convinced many to win this one having won seven races in 
his last eight performances since May, appearing as the clear favourite. HARKANSAS DE L'OZE 
(1) is out for redemption after being disappointed when last seen at this course. He won well in 
his most recent performance. EASY DE TROUVILLE (7) is in good form having won his last two 
races and does well around this distance. GEISHA D'EM (4) may be the upset package in this 
one looking to attain his first victory of the year. 

SELECTIONS 

FUNKY BERRY (8) - HARKANSAS DE L'OZE (1) - EASY DE TROUVILLE (7) - GEISHA 

D'EM (4) 
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C7 - PRIX TRAVELLER - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class F - Mounted - EUR € 

19.500  

 
1. JOKER LE FOL - Disqualified on debut although is capable of improvement but others are 
preferred 

2. JASON D'EOLE - Unreliable of late. Yet to win or place so far although the leap to Mounted 
competition may be what is required 

3. JASMIN DHELPA - Yet to be victorious although has done well when in mood. Is capable of 
causing an upset on Mounted race debut. Can improve 

4. J'INSPIRE L'AVENIR - Barefoot for the first time in a mounted race. Best performance in a 
Mounted race was a 7th place. Can do better 

5. JET WINNER - Disappointing last run when seventh. Has run in better fields than this and 
holds a winning chance 

6. JICKY DE DOMPIERRE - Major disqualification issues although he can surprise many making 
his mounted debut, remaining barefoot. Place chance 

7. JOKER DES ISLES - His best run was a 2nd place at this course. A change in discipline may 
be beneficial and has a winning chance 

8. JUNGLE SPIRIT - Disqualified on this course last time. Makes his Mounted debut. Will play an 
interesting role. Place chance 

9. JORGEO BELLO - Ran well around this distance back in June on Mounted race debut Not 
disgraced with 4th place under the saddle. Not out of it 

10. JOS DU GOUTAI - 9th at this course last time and yet to win since July last year. Beneficial 
decision to change disciplines. Can upset 

11. JIRAFENN LORIETTES - Pleased as the runner-up up on his Mounted debut.  Will enjoy the 
long course of Vichy. Go close 

Summary : A competitive race. JET WINNER (5) being the most likely winner under the saddle, 
has a chance to attain  his first victory. JOKER DES ISLES (7) is making his Mounted debut and 
is capable of leading this one after finishing as the runner-up up on this course in a harnessed 
race back in May.  JIRAFENN LORIETTES (11) did well on Mounted race debut finishing second 
place and can go one better this time. JORGEO BELLO (9) ran well back in June around this 
distance and wasn't disgraced with a 4th place finish under the saddle last time. 

SELECTIONS 

JET WINNER (5) - JOKER DES ISLES (7) - JIRAFENN LORIETTES (11) - JORGEO BELLO 

(9) 

 


